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Background
• In 2019 women made up only 13% of all inventor-patentees in the United States 

(Toole et al. 2019). 
• If women were to patent at the same rate as men, commercialized patents could rise 

by 24% and per-capita GDP could increase by 2.7%. (Bell et. al 2019 and Hunt 2016)
• Gender diversity boosts the inventive process in essential ways: 

1. unique female experiences and viewpoints help inform, and thus improve, the quantity and 
quality of innovation (Milli and Williams-Baron et al., 2016; OECD 2018; Xie et al., 2020)

2. gender diversity expands research into under examined topics thereby filling overlooked 
technology gaps (Koning et al., 2021)

3. women contribute social shrewdness that increases team cooperation and productivity (Xie et 
al., 2020)
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Questions

1. Where are the women inventors? 
2. Does an environment with highly educated 

women help a county’s chance of having its very 
first woman inventor-patentee?

3. How does team size affect the propensity for 
women to patent?
– Team size proxies capital investment in a technology 

development (Breitzman and Thomas, 2015)
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Past: Number of women inventors
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Present: Number of women inventors
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411 new counties were added 
representing a growth of 32% in 
30 years. 



Differences in counties with and without 
women inventors that patent
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N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Number of women inventors -     -       -         -     -          29,801 15           67           1         2,956         
Labor force 34,145 16,481 16,508   261    416,540 29,801 120,298 250,215 460    5,121,584 
Per capita income ($) 34,145 27,615 10,474   7,096 175,998 29,801 33,672   13,570   9,798 230,141    
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Number of women with…
Bachelor's degrees 34,145 1,310   1,572     17       33,362   29,801 14,556   33,026   34       761,572    
Master's degrees 34,145 521       664        0 22,797   29,801 6,252      14,227   3         287,419    
PhDs 34,145 42         70          0 1,483      29,801 700         1,854      0 40,577       

          

Controlling for population density, there are 38% more highly educated women 
in counties with women inventors that patent than in counties without them. 



Methods



Zero-inflated negative binomial model 
(ZINB)?

– Y is a count variable
– Used when our Y variable (women inventor counts) is 

overdispersed;  µ=5 σ=39 
– Used when there are a lot of zeros in the data
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ZINB
• The intuition behind the Zero Inflated Negative Binomial model is that there 

is a precursor process that determines whether a county is (structural-) zero 
or non-zero. 

• Zero-counties= {observational zeros, structural zeros}

• Zero/non-zero process is determined by a logit model: 
– In our model this process is characterized by the number of highly educated women 

(bachelors, masters and PhDs). Specifically, how it influences a county’s probability of 
having its first female inventor.

• Once a county is determined to be non-zero, the Negative binomial process 
takes over to determine the number of women inventors.
– In our model the negative binomial process is a function county-level labor-force, 

per-capita income, team size, # of all male teams and technology field concentrations 
and  indicator variables.
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Empirical specification

Logit: 
𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = exp 𝒁𝒁𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊Δ = exp 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′ 𝛿𝛿
= exp(𝛿𝛿0 + 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

+ 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + �
𝑓𝑓=2
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𝛽𝛽𝑓𝑓%𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + �

𝑓𝑓=1
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𝛽𝛽𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

+ 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓)
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Negative Binomial
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𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = exp(𝐗𝐗𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝚩𝚩) = exp(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′ 𝛽𝛽) = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +
𝛽𝛽𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + (𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇2𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 ) + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +
∑𝑓𝑓=29 𝛽𝛽𝑓𝑓%𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + ∑𝑓𝑓=19 𝛽𝛽𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 +
𝛽𝛽𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓)

- where subscript i refers to counties, t refers to time (1991-2019), and j = Labor 
force (LF), per capita income (PCI), Team size (TS), number of all male teams (AM), 
technology field concentration (%cpc), technology field indicators (dcpc).



Pooled, 
national 
summary 
statistics
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N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Number of women inventors 29,801 15           67           1         2,956         
Labor force 29,801 120,298 250,215 460    5,121,584 
Per capita income ($) 29,801 33,672   13,570   9,798 230,141    
Team size 29,801 3             1             1         23              
Number of all male teams 29,801 149         578         0 21,415       

% CPC technology concentration
Human necessities 29,801 22% 21% 0% 100%
Performing operations; transporting 29,801 20% 18% 0% 100%
Chemistry; metallurgy 29,801 12% 15% 0% 100%
Textiles; paper 29,801 1% 6% 0% 100%
Fixed constructions 29,801 5% 11% 0% 100%
Mechanical engineering; lighting; 
heating; weapons; blasting engines 
or pumps 29,801 10% 14% 0% 100%
Physics 29,801 17% 16% 0% 100%
Electricity 29,801 13% 15% 0% 100%

CPC technology indicators
Human necessities 29,801 85% 35% 0% 100%
Performing operations; transporting 29,801 84% 36% 0% 100%
Chemistry; metallurgy 29,801 68% 47% 0% 100%
Textiles; paper 29,801 28% 45% 0% 100%
Fixed constructions 29,801 58% 49% 0% 100%
Mechanical engineering; lighting; 
heating; weapons; blasting engines 
or pumps 29,801 71% 45% 0% 100%
Physics 29,801 76% 43% 0% 100%
Electricity 29,801 69% 46% 0% 100%

Number of women with…
Bachelor's degrees 29,801 14,556   33,026   34       761,572    
Master's degrees 29,801 6,252      14,227   3         287,419    
PhDs 29,801 700         1,854      0 40,577       

Economic & 
Team Size vars

% of patents by 
technology field 
in each county

Source: County-level data from BEA, 
BLS and PatentsView (1990-2019)

% percent of 
counties with at 
least one patent 
by technology 
field

Women’s 
graduate levels
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		Summary statistics

		Variable		N		Mean		Std. Dev.		Min		Max

		Negative Binomial 

		Number of women inventors		93,447		5.26		38.71		0		2,956



		Labor force, numbers

		East Coast		27,373		63,640.30		128,817.10		547.42		1,383,989

		Midwest		26,598		37,925.13		117,787.30		602.92		2,729,293

		South		23,157		31,510.55		105,007.10		37.92		2,317,346

		Mountain		16,523		15,760.41		45,820.23		196.92		642,700

		West Coast		6,094		138,969.40		417,071.00		231.91		5,121,584



		Number of men inventors

		East Coast		27,385		17.07		102.64		0		6,591

		Midwest		28,797		36.20		136.47		0		3,307

		South		19,420		22.99		130.65		0		3,871

		Mountain		11,282		19.08		79.47		0		1,378

		West Coast		6,563		193.95		889.08		0		18,664



		Per capita income ($)

		East Coast		58,637		21,202.46		14,792.11		1622		197,847

		Midwest		54,397		20,440.14		13,291.71		1253		166,651

		South		46,397		19,192.20		13,152.25		1166		153,002

		Mountain		36,177		21,875.70		15,637.49		1411		230,141				 

		West Coast		14,211		22,941.61		15,850.92		1643		151,900



		Logit 

		Number of Bachelor's degrees or higher

		East Coast		40,220		19,566.04		51,441.81		11		766,048

		Midwest		42,900		9,113.33		39,716.48		23		1,392,515

		South		37,330		7,139.63		30,938.88		0		932,169

		Mountain		26,565		4,076.61		15,669.41		7		254,184

		West Coast		9,575		39,014.76		133,487.60		5		2,241,079





Sheet2

		Number of distinct counties

		East coast		1283

		Midwest		1068

		South		910

		Mountain		710

		West coast		307





Sheet3

		lab_force		east coast		west coast

		1990		55719.78		115025.2

		1991		56026.16		115615.2

		1992		56605.86		117807.2

		1993		56753.51		118733.6

		1994		57226.87		119625.5

		1995		57722.64		120887.4

		1996		58639.64		123005.3

		1997		59756.71		125941.9

		1998		60263.64		128868.6

		1999		60903.03		131173.5

		2000		61498.93		133918.7

		2001		62049.87		135821.9

		2002		62664.91		137304.5

		2003		63005.3		138104.1

		2004		63560.01		139491.8

		2005		64616.66		141418.7

		2006		65735.44		143505.8

		2007		66293.63		145773.5

		2008		67036.45		148347.2

		2009		66787.03		148957.8

		2010		66880.9		147924.7

		2011		67048.24		148013.7

		2012		67481.76		148315.6

		2013		67522.67		148621.2

		2014		67440.14		149810.9

		2015		67708.39		151344

		2016		68375.23		153634.2

		2017		69079		155639.8

		2018		69439.73		157268.4

		2019		70149.03		159274.1

		2020		68858.14		156913.4

		Total		63640.3		138969.4





5.28.21

				N		Mean		Std. Dev.		Min		Max

		Number of women inventors		29,801		15		67		1		2,956

		Labor force		29,801		120,298		250,215		460		5,121,584

		Per capita income ($)		29,801		33,672		13,570		9,798		230,141

		Team size		29,801		3		1		1		23

		Number of all male teams		29,801		149		578		0		21,415



		% CPC technology concentration

		Human necessities		29,801		22%		21%		0%		100%

		Performing operations; transporting		29,801		20%		18%		0%		100%

		Chemistry; metallurgy		29,801		12%		15%		0%		100%

		Textiles; paper		29,801		1%		6%		0%		100%

		Fixed constructions		29,801		5%		11%		0%		100%

		Mechanical engineering; lighting; heating; weapons; blasting engines or pumps		29,801		10%		14%		0%		100%

		Physics		29,801		17%		16%		0%		100%

		Electricity		29,801		13%		15%		0%		100%



		CPC technology indicators

		Human necessities		29,801		85%		35%		0%		100%

		Performing operations; transporting		29,801		84%		36%		0%		100%

		Chemistry; metallurgy		29,801		68%		47%		0%		100%

		Textiles; paper		29,801		28%		45%		0%		100%

		Fixed constructions		29,801		58%		49%		0%		100%

		Mechanical engineering; lighting; heating; weapons; blasting engines or pumps		29,801		71%		45%		0%		100%

		Physics		29,801		76%		43%		0%		100%

		Electricity		29,801		69%		46%		0%		100%



		Number of women with…

		Bachelor's degrees		29,801		14,556		33,026		34		761,572

		Master's degrees		29,801		6,252		14,227		3		287,419

		PhDs		29,801		700		1,854		0		40,577







Results:
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Results summary
• Team size has non-linear relationship
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Results: 
Regional 
Model
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exp(β) p-value

Labor force
East coast 1.000002 0.00
Midwest 1.000002 0.42
South 1.000002 0.72
Mountain 1.000004 0.00
West Coast 1.000002 0.38

Per Capita Income ( USD)
East Coast 1.000015 0.00
Midwest 1.000015 0.49
South 1.000015 0.39
Mountain 1.0000023 0.00
West Coast 1.000015 0.63

Team size
East Coast 1.212372 0.00
Midwest 1.212372 0.45
South 1.097086213 0.00
Mountain 1.134009487 0.06
West Coast 1.364214319 0.07

Number of all male teams
East Coast 1.001505 0.00
Midwest 1.001505 0.35
South 1.001505 0.18
Mountain 1.001505 0.74
West Coast 1.000282663 0.00

Regional model

Negative Binomial 



Results summary
• Doubling the number of female college graduates in a county that 

has never had a women inventor would increase the county’s chance 
of hosting its first women inventor by 60%. 

• A county adding one female PhD has 10X  the effect of increasing 
the county’s chance of having its first female inventor than that of 
adding one female with a Bachelor’s degree.

• Larger teams sizes up to 4.5 would increase the likelihood of women 
inventors. The average team size is currently 2.7.

• Increasing team size in the Silicone Valley region has the highest 
potential for increasing women’s inventors.
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Additional slides



Math (See appendix for detail)
• We substitute 3 into 1 and 2 and add them all together 

and take logs to get a log-likelihood function
• ZINB essentially nests the negative binomial distribution 

of >0 counties, Γ(.), inside the logistic distribution, F(.). 
Several math steps later, we get the log-likelihood 
function…

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙L = �
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇

𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ln{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 1 −𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓} +�
𝑖𝑖∉𝑇𝑇

𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 {ln 1 − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝚪𝚪 𝑓𝑓 + 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝚪𝚪 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 + 1 − 𝚪𝚪 𝑓𝑓 + 𝑓𝑓ln𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 + 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 }

where 𝑓𝑓 = 1
𝛼𝛼

; 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = 1
1+𝛼𝛼𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
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Pr of observing 
a 0 county ~ F 
(logit)

Pr of k women inventors in a non-zero 
county ~ Γ(µ,α) (Negative binomial)



Negative binomial: Regional model

𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = exp(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′ 𝛽𝛽)
= exp(𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝐿𝐿𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐿𝐿𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓−1
+ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛽𝛽3 + 𝛽𝛽4𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓−1 + 𝛽𝛽5𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽6𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓−1
+ �

𝑓𝑓=2

8
𝛽𝛽 𝑓𝑓+5 %𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓+5 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + �

𝑓𝑓=1

8
𝛽𝛽 𝑓𝑓+14 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓+14 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

+ 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓

where USPTO region subscript r = Eastern, Midwest, South, Mountain, 
Western.; 
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